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AGENDA

1. Decision: New Top Level Project “Automotive” for openPASS?
2. Release Review (BMW)
3. Release Planning V0.8 in GitLab
4. GitLab Training
DECISION: NEW TOP LEVEL PROJECT “AUTOMOTIVE” FOR OPENPASS?

Changes:
- New link for: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/technology.simopenpass --> Links must be changed
- New PMC, Project Management Committee https://wiki.eclipse.org/PMC. Only to dos for the members who are voted into the PMC.
- More focus on Automotive, Mobility und Transportation. Name “Automotive” is not fixed yet.
- New TLP Project Charter

Benefits: Optimization (trimming) and empowerment of the automotive world.
2. RELEASE REVIEW
3. RELEASE PLANNING V0.8 IN GITLAB
1. Allow fast forward merges rather than merge commits
2. Is a direct push to developer / feature branches possible?
3. Can committers become maintainer for the project?
4. Can AC and SC members become maintainer for the project (permissions: https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/permissions.html)?
5. Is an assignment of non-members to an issue possible?
6. How do I create epics?
7. The creation of a documentation page fails (error 503 GitLab is currently not available). Which permissions are needed to create such a page?